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The Benzie County Chamber of Commerce Government Relations Committee sent a candidate questionnaire to those 
individuals that are running for a Benzie County Commissioner seat, State House or State Senate seats.  Below are the 
Michigan House and Senate Candidate responses to our questions. 

101st House of Representative Candidates 
 

35th Senate Candidates 

Ray Franz (R) – no response 
Tom Stobie (D) – responses below 

Darwin Booher (R) – responses below 
Glenn Lottie (D) – responses below 

 

Question 1 
What are one or more specific examples of business growth and development issue(s) 
that you will champion if elected?  

Booher: I am interested in the further development of the aquaculture industry in our state. Michigan is unique in that it 
has fresh and abundant water resources, and there is tremendous opportunity to expand the aquaculture operations that 
provide fish for human consumption. According to the Michigan Aquaculture Association’s strategic plan, the state’s 
aquaculture industry could grow from $5 million annually to more than $100 million annually. I am currently in the 
process of reviewing the Aquaculture in Michigan Roadmap, current state laws and other state regulations. If elected to 
another term in the state Senate, I will work to help streamline the regulations on the aquaculture industry to help this 
sector grow and reach its potential. 

Lottie:  Except for state support of tourism in northern Michigan, including the UP, the state has no plan for business 
development and ongoing support in these areas. We need the state to develop a long-term strategic plan for large and 
small business development. They should look deeply into the needs of these areas and plan accordingly. The plan should 
include education improvements in the technical fields.  

Stobie:  A healthy downtown district is an important asset for its community. I will champion Downtown Development 
Authorities and other TIFAs because I have seen them successfully foster business growth and jobs in Traverse City and 
numerous small towns. I believe the Frankfort DDA will spur business development by recruiting retail and office 
businesses and improving streetscapes and amenities. Benzie County will be successful if it engages in placemaking in its 
small town downtowns, especially in Frankfort and Beulah. I am very concerned about HB5856 and believe that it will 
effectively defund TIFAs, eliminating these successful economic development programs for our downtowns, brownfields, 
industrial districts and other improvement zones. We also need to make sure that taxes and regulations dealing with small 
businesses are reasonable and they have access to investment capital. I will be a champion for our local small businesses 
and focus on them, not big downstate companies. 

Question 2 
What is one area of government that impacts business where you would support 
increased investment in state spending of tax dollars? 

Booher:  I would support more state dollars being used for loans for small businesses. I have talked to many small 
business owners that would like to expand their operations, but they are limited by their current capital. However, they 
can’t often get loans from traditional routes because they do not plan to hire many employees. These are often small, 
family run businesses that are the backbone of rural Michigan. I am in favor of providing more financial support to these 
businesses. 
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Lottie:  Having a technically-trained work force is necessary for business attraction. Therefore training centers need to 
established and be coordinated with our public education system. These centers would look at the needs and resources of 
each particular area and, in coordination with the state's strategic plan, develop education and training programs 
accordingly.   

Stobie:  1: We need to expand financial support for various regional organizations that can increase the availability of 
capital for businesses at every stage of their development by working with capital providers - federal grants, venture 
capitalists, banks, and others - so entrepreneurs have the money to start and expand businesses. In addition to the tourism 
and agricultural sectors, we should focus on expanding valued-added agriculture and small manufacturing. 2: If we are 
going to attract and retain businesses we have to have to offer first-class infrastructure, especially roads, broadband 
internet and 4G mobile phone coverage. 3. While there are some improvements with the new brownfield programs, I 
believe the elimination of the state's MEGA Brownfield and historic tax credit programs in 2011 was ill-conceived. We 
should take the best of all programs and expand funding to spur the reuse of contaminated, blighted, functionally obsolete, 
and historic properties. 

Question 3  
What would you do to address the gap in K-12 per pupil funding between the lowest and highest state funded 
schools (the gap is currently near $850)?   

Booher: This year, the Michigan Legislature provided a $125 per pupil equity payment to schools that receive the lowest 
funding in the state to help address the funding gap. In future years, I would look to continue this practice of equity 
payments but also build that payment into the school foundation allowance base payments to ensure that funding would 
continue each year. 

Lottie:  Per-pupil funding needs to be the same in every state school district. It is totally unfair and discriminatory to 
favor one district over another. Northern Michigan school districts have always been short changed in this respect and it 
needs to be remedied. 

Stobie:  Under Prop A per pupil funds are calculated out using what is often referred to as the 2x formula which on a 
scaled basis, divides increases in funds to districts under the foundation grant to provide 2 times the amount to districts 
receiving the minimum as provided to districts receiving the basic/maximum. Over 20 years, the 2x formula has not 
sufficiently reduced the gap in funding between the state's basic/maximum foundation allowance districts and its 
minimum foundation allowance districts. The inequity in per pupil funding has a direct impact on our students and 
teachers as they are expected to meet the same standards as schools that are receiving substantially more funding. We 
need to work with educators and consider changing the formula to 3x or 4x and using the same formula for any future 
cuts. As I have always done, I will fight for Northwest Michigan children so our students have the same opportunities as 
districts in Southeast Michigan. 

Question 4 
What are your ideas for addressing the underfunding of Michigan's roads, bridges and 
transportation system? 

Booher:  As a member of the Senate Infrastructure Committee, I listened to hours of testimony regarding different ways 
to fund our roads, bridges and transportation system. There were many different proposals; of course, there were positives 
and negatives about each of them. I shared this information with constituents across the district as I attended meetings and 
events. The proposal that continues to attract the most support is raising Michigan’s sales tax and designating that increase 
to go to our roads. As I have listened to the feedback from my constituents and continued to think about the issue, 
increasing the sales tax is the idea that I would support as it could raise the revenue that is needed and it would be a long-
term solution to the problem. 
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Lottie:  I would promote and endorse a legislative bill which would put a surcharge of $25 and up on every cubic yard of 
waste going into our landfills. Also I would put a surcharge of $2 and up on every gallon of toxic or otherwise liquid-
waste that is put into wells. This would generate more than enough money to fix our roads and bridges. Also there would 
be enough to develop a modern transportation system throughout Michigan. 

Stobie:  There is no greater indictment of Lansing politicians than the current state of our transportation infrastructure. It 
is stunning that they took summer vacations while our roads and bridges continued to deteriorate. We need to find a road 
funding plan that does not unfairly burden Michigan families who have already seen their taxes raised in the last three 
years. The bipartisan plan for emergency road repairs that passed the House earlier this year was a good first step. I 
support its inclusion of penalties on overweight trucks, bringing truck weight limits in line with federal standards, using 
better road construction materials and requiring warranties from road contractors. We simply have to prioritize 
infrastructure funding because delaying maintenance and repairs now will only cost us even more when we have to 
completely grind the subsurface and start over rather than only repave. We must get our fair share of funding, rather than 
pay for another widening of a Detroit highway. 

Question 5 

What role should the state play in economic development and workforce talent 
development in northern Michigan and the State? 

Booher:  The state should continue to work on developing public and private partnerships with businesses, higher 
education institutions and state agencies to determine the workforce and economic needs. Michigan’s economy is 
improving, but there is still a need for businesses to find the skilled talent needed in their employees. To address this 
issue, the governor recommended and the Legislature supported the creation of the Skilled Trades Training Fund (STTF) 
in 2013. The Legislature also recently has been working on changes for the Jobs Training Program that works in 
partnership with the state’s community colleges. The state should continue to look at programs like this that will help 
develop our workforce to provide the skilled labor needed to help our businesses grown. 

Lottie:  As I mentioned previously, the state needs to develop strategic plans which would include all of Michigan. Once 
that is done the state needs to support and promote business and industry that fails within the realm of the plan. Without a 
concerted plan we have no definite direction to go in.  

Stobie:  1. The state should expand the Pure Michigan tourism campaign. Business owners tell me that Pure Michigan 
works at increasing tourism that keeps them in business and allows them to create jobs. Of course, we have all known that 
forever. That is why I was stunned Rep. Franz voted against fully funding Pure Michigan and this year voted against it 
entirely. 2. Education, pre-k through college, needs to be prioritized. There needs to be an emphasis on workforce 
training, including technical training at high schools and community colleges, for jobs employers actually need. 3. 
Infrastructure (see above). 4. Targeted incentives, access to capital and TIFAs (see above). 5. Repeal pension tax to 
encourage current and future retirees to live here and stimulate the economy as consumers. The 101st district needs to 
fight to make sure we get our fair share of public investment. I support as much local and regional autonomy as possible 
in allocation of state funds. 

Question 6 
What is one specific area of government that impacts business that you would reform 
or reduce state spending of tax dollars?  

Booher:  I would look at the way that Michigan has handled or plans to handle tax credits. Many of the business credits 
that have been provided in the past were given to companies that did not reach the employment and economic goals that 
were supposed to be reached. The state has recognized this and has changed its action plan regarding many of the business 
credits. I support that approach and would continue those efforts if elected to serve again. 
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Lottie:  Work-force development. 

Stobie:  As a state we should push hard for federal immigration reform that would allow a steady stream of seasonal 
agricultural labor using a well-regulated guest worker program. These workers do important labor for agricultural 
employers. Guest worker permits would allow workers a legal avenue to reside and work in the United States and provide 
employers with the necessary labor force for this vital economic sector. I think the Michigan's Office for New Americans 
can also play a pivotal role in ensuring Michigan farms have the ability to attract and employ skilled and efficient 
workers. Unfortunately, Rep. Franz supports an Arizona-type immigration law for Michigan that would lead to the 
collapse of most of our farms in Northwest Michigan and devastate our economy. 

Question 7 
What specific areas of state regulatory policy will you try to reform when you get 
to Lansing?   

Booher:  I will continue to review the need for the different types of permits that are required of businesses and private 
landowners. I am contacted by many constituents who have concerns about the types of permits that are required and the 
process for obtaining the necessary permits. Most often, I hear about the natural resources based permits, such as the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, water withdrawal, and inland lakes and streams. I 
plan to continue looking at these areas and make reforms that will make the state system more efficient for our businesses. 

Lottie:  I would have to study this issue before I could act. 

Stobie:  We need to rethink liquor licenses. It is simply too costly for many small restaurants to get a liquor license and 
that harms our tourism economy. We need to continue to make sure that DEQ permitting is fair, understandable, 
scientifically-based, and that the permitting process is as fast as possible. 

Question 8 
What role do you think the legislature can have in improving access to affordable energy 
in northern Michigan? 

Booher:  The Michigan Legislature can serve an active role in improving access to affordable energy in northern 
Michigan and the rest of the state. One action that the Legislature could take is to review and modify the 10 percent limit 
on the amount of electricity that can be sold over the Michigan grid. I have heard from several businesses located in my 
district that would like the current limit modified. Michigan electric rates are highest in the Midwest, 12 percent higher 
than the regional average, and they are growing faster than any of our neighboring states since competition was reduced. I 
believe the Legislature should revisit this issue in the next legislative term. 

Lottie:  The state needs to promote and support efficient, state-wide transportation system and plan for moving resources 
and manufacturing products throughout Michigan. This, in its self, would create opportunities for business development in 
northern Michigan. 

Stobie:  Honestly, I haven’t thought a great deal about this issue and look forward to working with the Chamber and 
hearing your thoughts on energy affordability. I do think that our energy policy should encourage the growth of all energy 
types and should allow for small entrepreneurs to create energy generating companies, especially in the renewable energy 
field. 

 

 


